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FOREWARD

The collection o~ stories compiled in this pamphlet were originally
written for radio broadcast over Montana radio stations.

It must be under-

stood that these stories do not cover the whole field o~ aeramics nor do
they in any sense give a compLene historical or "!iechnicalsummary of any
one ~ield or subject discussed.

In each case, th~se subjects have been

treated that apparantly have present or ~ture

signi~ieance in Montana.

The subjects discussed are eleven in number and are wri~ten in a pop~
ular style, each being tt>ld as a separate story.

They ar'e titled as fol-

lows:
1.

The story of Ceramics

2.

The story of Brick

3.

The story of Roofing Tile

4. The story of Wall and Floor Tile

\ .

5.

The story of Fire Brick

6.

The story of Pottery

7.

The Story of Electrical Insulators

8.

The Story of Glass

9.

The Story o~ Abrasives

- liThe Jewels of IndustrJrll•

10.

The Story of Insulation - "Feather Geldll•

11.

The Story of Cements, Lime and Plasters.

MONTANA SCHOOL OF MINES
Butte, Montana

The stoxy of Ceramics
Montana has many natural resources and raw materials that may some
day place the state ~_nas enviable a posit ion among the ceramic industries)
utilizing non-metallic rc.inerals,as it now holds in the field of metal product ion ..
The name !!Cernmi::!s"
was derived from an early Greek word "Keramos"
meaning "~ottery" or "potter's earth".

However its derivation is still more

ancient than the Greek, for a related Sanskrit root has been found meaning
"burnt stuff" .. From these two conceptions the modern definition of ceramics
has been evolved; that ceramics is the utilization of earthy, non-metallic
" I

materials which are subjected to high temperatures during the process of
manufacture,
The ceramic industry is perhaps the oldest of all man's arts except
the making of weapons.

Some authorities think that basket weaving preceded

the working of clay but the majority of archeologists

think that the making of

pottery, the first of the ceramic industries, is the older of the two.

One

thing is certain, the industry was born at the beginning of the ITew Stone A~e
some 10,000 years ago in the plains regions of Asia t1inor or perhaps in Asia
itself.

It was there that early man found he could scrape up ·the mud of

certain localities, fashion it into a brick or urn, bake it in the sun, and
thus have a hard porous object which was one of the milestones
to modern civilization as we know it today.

in ~an's climb

And it was in those ancient times,

long before the annals of Ur or Babylon were written on sun-baked clay, that
the first circular or rotating machinery evolved, for it was there that the
potter's wheel was first used,

We know , t.hererore , that a wheel was used t s

mold clay into urns long before it was ever used for chariots or for
instruments of "arfare.
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has a phenomonal variety

of uses

extending from the ceramic industry to the pur Lf'Leet Lon of sugar, oils and fats.
It is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, medicines and for many other
modern products.

In fact volumes have been written des~ribing the uses of slays

in industries other than the ceramic industry.
Next in i~portance to clays in the ceramic industries is white sand
which forms one of the basic materials of the glass industry.
used in cerrnnics are feldspars, limesmne.
fluxing and ooloring agents.

Other materials

gypsum, and large quantities

or

The materials used in ceramics embrace most of

the more common non-metal.lic minerals.

The variety must ne('\essarilybe large

because of the diversification and wide field covered by the bran~es

of the

industry.
There are eight major groupings or divisions of the industry.
Briefly these groups consist of (1) structural olay prcduets such as common,
face, paving and sewer brick; floor, wall, roof and drain tile; sewer pipe;
and architectural terra cotta; (2) refractories aT heat resisting b~ick and
cements used for lining furnaces; (3) pottery, including chinaware and tableware, art pottery, large porcelain sanitary ware for baths, garden pottery;
chemical porcelain ware and baking dishes; (4) glass such as window, plate,
bottle, optical, table and ornamental glass; (5) abrasives such as artificial
abrasives of corundum and silicon carb't de or "carbonundum" used in a great
variety of gr~nding operations;

(6) insulators, both thermal and electrical;

(7) enameled metals such as used for clois~nne art objects of brass, and
enameling on steel used for bath room fixtures, refrigerators and electric
ranges; and (8) cements, lline and plasters used so extensively in the building
trades.

Thus the term oeramics may be likened to a pair Qf pan~s, it begins

singular and ends plural.
There is practically no place in the state where some of the materials
used in the ceramic industry are not found in abundance.
Of prime importance to all the ceramic industries is abundant and
- .3

·oheap f'ueL,
fuels:

Montana is fortunate in having large supp kf es of all types of

oil, gas, coal, wood and electl'lC1ity. In fact few states in the Union

are so fortunate in having su~h a wealth of all the fuels.

The Treasure state

has one seventh of the total coal supply of the United States and about one
twelfth of the coal supply of the entire world.
natural gas fields.

Montana has 15 pet~leum

and

The state has nearly three rnillion potential hydro-electric

horse powe r of which only about 400,000 has been developed.
Since gold was first diseovered in Montana in the 1860'
fame carne chiefly from her wealth vf metals.

For?5

St

the state' s

years the non-metallic

resources which form the basis of the ceranio industry have been practically
undeveloped.

Today the non-metallic

the value of the metallic industry.
non-metallics

industry totals only about 5 percent of
It is a conservative estimate that the

could be developed to produce eight times as much as at present.

The state has vast deposits of clay and other minerals for ceramios, as well
as great resources of fuel.

~10dern science has found a way to use coal deposits in ~ays other
than as a direct fuel.

In our next article we will show how much of the

409 billion tons of coal knoPn to occur in eastern and other parts of Montana

can be used as the basis for a g~eat industry as yet unknown in this state.
This new industry, the result of a ~riumph of modern ~emistry,
classified as a branch of ~eramics.

However it ~n

~n

not be

be o~a~sed as a non-

metallic industry and is so important that it cannot be omitted from a
summary of Montana's non-me ee IfI ec pos stbtLit ree ,
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The Story oOfBrick
These ar t Lc Les have been especially prepnred by W. Wurth Kriegel

and John D. Koyes.

Millions of bricks e.remnde in Montena' each yenr adding many
thousands of dollars to the annual wealth of the state, cont~nuing an industry
which legend says a God taught mankind more than six thousand ye:l1:'S
ago; an
industry which has provided nearly all the nations and r:tces of the earth with
a building material that has survived in many places for centuries.
I

ccording to the legend" the groat Fish-God Ounne s taught the

Chaldeans th~t clay, scoopod from a river,or lake bottGm, dried in the sun,
and burned would make a strong and ber.ut Lf'u.L material from which to build
their walls and temples.

Because it was n gift of e.God the Cha.ldoR.nsvener-

ated cLay tablets on which they uroto their proverbs, their contrncts, their
dates; a sun-dried brick wus stnmped with tho earliest recorded dute of
history, 3800 B. C., by Sargon of ~kka.d, foundor of the Cho.ldo~n empire.
Historians say that one of m2nkind's greatest discoveries ranking
with the discovery of fire and the wheel
the herd, resist~nt brick.
lost in antiquity.

VI<J.S

the burning of clo.y to produce

Just when the Ch~ldenns discovered this ~rt is

t.rcheologists hnve found perfectly preserved bricks in

the anc ient city of Ur ~ i~b rcham 's home town; bricks were used in the Tm,er of
Bubel, and in the GreAt W~ll of Chint-. By the time of Nebuch~dnczza.r in tho
seventh century, B. C~, bricks "ere not only burned but beautifully glnzed
und ornamented.
It is n far cry from the primitive methods of manufucture

oolployod

by the Chcldonns to the power machinery und technical and scientific control

used by the American manufacturer,

but the basic principles are the same.

Three processes are widely used today;
dry press methods.

slop - or sand-mold, stiff mud, and

In the first the clay is made into a soft mixture and

pressed into the mold by hand or machine.

In the second method the clay is

mixed into a stiff mud, forced through a die into a continuous bar which is
then cut into bricks by rotating piano-wire cutters.

As many as 100)000

face bricks or 250,000 to 300,000 common bricks a day may be made by these
machines.

In the third method the nearly dry ~ granular cley m ,.Yt~l:-:,e
is

molded under great pressure into the desired shape ~

The fi:J:'L
t 4;Wr) m(il'\.'._ods

require a period of dry:'ng. .After drying the bricks are bur-ned

in the in-

tense heat of the kilns until they reach the desired 001or, hardness, and
durability.

The temperature of the kilns vary from 1500 to 2500 degrees

Fahrenheit.
Clay has the mysterious property, even to this day not thoroughly
under-steod , of plasticity, acquired through some chemical change when thE!
I

original lava or granite was disintegrated and laid down by prehist.rlc seas
or rivers,

When the clay has been burned or heated the plasticity is lost

and ~annot be regained.

The cloys derived from lavas generally burn to a red

color; those from gr£mite burn to ~ buff or white.

The colors are due to the

impurities in the substance&
:,iontanLl
has vast deposits of cLay but little or nothing ::'sknown
of the extent or the uses to which most of the deposits of the st~te m~y be
used ,

For t hat renson Montano. School of Mines started a survey of the cLny

resources of the state three ye ar-sngo ,

The survey is being carried on by

the ceramics dep~~rtment of the mining school under the di~ection of President
Frr.ncis A. Thomson, director of the St. te Bureau of \1ines and Geology.

In

the grerrt rush for the more precious metals such ns gold, silver, copper,
Lead ,

and zinc, the non-metallics

such as cLny have been Inrgely overlooked
-

2 -

in the past.

With the continued growth and development of Montnnc, these

little-known deposits of non~etnllic

minerals will become more end more

val.ucbLe , and tmpor-tant, Clay products of Montann have proven their qur~lity
by having been shipped cnd utilized in surrounding str-tes, even as far as
the Pacific coast.
i~ontana has seme nine brick mnnu ractur-t ng p Lant s ,

In

normal years

from six to seven rm Ll.Len bricks are made and marke t ed •. The value of these
products totals mnny thousands of dollnrs annunlly.

It is interesting to

note thct 70 per cent of the value of the finished produet represents money
paid to employes, Qnd other loc;~ overhend, by the manufacturer.

Other in-

dustries P::W out only 20 per cent of the final val.ue of their product in
wages, etc.
Although there nre many millions of bricks mnde for specinl purposes such as fire brick i. metnllurgical

~nd other furnaces, ncid-proof

brick, sewer brick, and ~ther., the bulk of the industry is in making common
and face brick used in building.

The latest development in the use of brick

as a building meterial has been reinforced brick work, combining the gr~ce
and thinness of reinforced concrete with the beauty of b:r\ckwork. It is
seid that no other building material offers so great an opportunity for a
builder to show his individuo.lity of pattern.

Many different c(Jl~rs which

mellow and become more beGutiful with age hnve made bricks one of the most
attractive building materials down throligh the ages.
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Crete ~ one of the mdst rioted islands of tho f1'-Jdi
t er-ranean sea, became famous nithih recent months as the home of a leader in the abortive Greek
::.'eirolution.
However it is not unusual to have this beautiful little island
attract the attention of the world.
Christians and Mohammedans

It was noted as an outpost of warring
•
during the Crusades; it was famoua during the days

of Roman occupation 20 centuries ago; and again when the Greeks and Trojans
fought their war on the plains of Asia Minor.
But Crete is famous for another phase of history that has seld~m
found its way into the histories of the world, for it was one

0'(

the earliest

places where man first began to decorate the drab sun-dried brick walls of
his home with vari-colored

bits of burnt clay 1,800 years before the Christian

era, thus founding a great industry, the art of making floor and wall tile.
Historians
Mesopotamian

agree that the art ~f burning clay originated on the

plains in very ancient times, spreading eastward into Persia,

India, and China; and westward into Egypt

t

Asia LUnor, Greece, and Rome.

The most ancient burnt clay tablet of which we have any knowledge was stamped
with the date of 3,800 B. C. at the time of Sargon of Akkad, the founder of
the Chaldean empire.

But the art in ancient Babylon was restricted chiefly

to the making of brick for building purposes, while the art of decorating
interior of the wa Ll.s "ith mosaic patterns probably Vias unknown unt il many
centuries later, perhaps originating

in Crete.

The art of forming small bits of different colored tile into intricate mosaic patterns

for floors and walls was an achievement of which the

ancients were justly proud.

..

A mosaic

floor uncovered at the site of ancient

Carthage revealed tnat the art at that ttme had reached a high podnt of

uS811ty of d'3sigiland technique.
male

this pe riod some attempts had been
"being
in J:f=!:YP1;, the most noted relic or: the :':::gyptiuI
-lIt;', the doorway of the

.~.busir:pyramid of Heterkhet

l?rio-:.'"to

in the Third Dynasty.

Tnis example is in the

form of.~ fno~ai_cpattE;rn and is thought to precede the ~retan art but is not
as highly developed as the lattert
Not until the 12th century

ot

the Christian era did the use of tile

for floors or walls receive much favor in Europe.
only as small fragments of classic mosaic.

Until then the tile occurred

Gradually however the floors of

churches and other important buildings were tiled in small squares of two
colors:

a dark reddish-brown

and pale orange or brownish-yellow.

One of

the earliest European examples was in Fountains abbey, ::~nglandin the 13:th
century.

At the close of the 12th century the abbey church of St. Den.i s ,

near Paris, was built with a richly colored tiled floor.. By the i5th and
16th centuries this early type reached its highest development only to be
superseded by the painted majolica pavements of the Benaissance.
Some of the most attractive tile of the Middle Ages was made and
used by the Moors in Spain.

The classic work in the famed 41hambra at

Granada was an out standing example.

The r,1oorsbecame the chief makers of

tile but t he Lr 'ware, coated with soft glazes, soon wore out and few tile
of that period remain today.

They perfected the famous Azulejas ware.

Their tile was made in eight and ten pointed star designs as well as
other
.'
geometric figures, colored blue, green, and brown with white lines.
Withstanding

Not-

the fact that Moors and Christians were constantly at Vlar with

each other the Moors became the chief potters for Christians and manufactured
tile for Christian consumpt ion.
Moorish tile reached such a state of perfection
sign that one California

in style and de-

c~npany recently sent a tile expert to Spain and

Morocco to study these tile for the purpose of reproducing Hoorish tile in
-
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;:.(";,arican
manufacturing

plants.

Lu+i.ng the l£th cerrtur-y che Eng] isl:cauae d e :revival of the gothic
LY9C't:i.le"~J azed for the mo st par-t ·.Ii t h s Irojl.e Lee d GL'_icate glazes>

They

~e7elQped the encaust~c process which is at present ~id)]y used in the United
States and Gennariy. This process is the pressing C'frO¢Jdered material into
st eeL dies instead of shaping wet, plastic clay to make 'che tile.
In Colonial times in the United states -I;he
most <1ttractive tile
was the famous Delft ware, a Dutch product on which the designs were in relief.

This tile, mostly of a blue color, is evident in many of the buildings

of the eastern part of the United States.

It is highly prized.

These Dutch

tile were contemporaneous with the famous blue Delft pottery.
It is interesting to note that the tile industry in the United
States, though comparatively unknown in j\~ontana,is one which in 192.7 produced more than 90 million square feet of floor and wall tile valued at more
than 27 million dollars.

And yet Hontana has the materials with

vn ich

to

make attractive tile which might find a market throughout the United States.
Montana is sparsely populated but a good quality tile can be shipped to distant markets.

An example of this is Seattle tile which has been shipped as

far as Porto Rico.
Tile is usually classified as belonging to one of two types:

those

made from artificial or synthetic bodies, and those made from natural bodies.
In the first case a mixture of 50% plastic clay and 50% feldspar and flint
is used.

In the second type the raw material is taken directly from the

natural clay and is not mixed with any other SUbstance.

·

.

talc is mixed with the synthetic type.

SometL~es a ground

The ground materials are forced

under great pressure into steel dies, ~ired, glazed in automatic glazing
machines and then again fired to fuse the glaze.

Another type of tile is

the se-called non-slip tile such as is used in stair treads.
- 3 -

For this ty,e

_;,Joyis ground; mixed with water and the aIurainum m l.ner-e Lrcor-undum.

~;:J.J5.v
Lo uaL p:i e~8S

8':':68

'I'hetL'...e
used Ln walls is manu t'ect ur ed

s quar e
nrat i c

are usually smaLl..
, '~he DSl!.O L

'N1.+!1

-)P.i. l~

and

':ihoutfCID:' 'Lriche s

[Teft care; an uuto-

machine sorts the ve.rious p Le cee so t ha t th" t:tic'~<:Le::;b
of ea ch piece

vriLl,no t vary more t.har, 1,'32 of an inch,

These p Le cos ar-epa.ssed through

u machine th3t automatically coats thEm with
lead silicate.

The pieces are then fired.

::1

glazing mixture, usually a

Any d~sired color can be pro-

duced by varying the composition of the glazing mixture,
Most famous of the wall tiles are the "Ee i.ence" and the "~ilosaic"
types.

The former are manufactured much in the same manner as ordinary tile

but the glazes are applied by hand painting~
produce the hard "bisque" body.
the tile by a carbon i~print.

The tiles are first burned to

The required design is then Lmp r-Lrrt ed on
Lines of the design are painted with a man~

ganese paint which prevents the various colors of the design from running
together.

The different colors are then squeezed on the tile.

The Mosaic

tiles are much smaller than ordinary wall tile, the units being about 3/4
of an inch on a side.

They are generally square or octagonal in shape.

Setting of these small pieces in a wall requires considerable skill.

One of

the recent advances in Mo sa i c tile has been the fast(!lningof large groups ,
already arranged in desirable patterns, in units en a sheet of heavy paper.
Th~ entire unit can then be applied to the wall or f100r and after it has
set firmly in the binding cement or mortar the paper is removed,
l\'.osaic
patterns are also used in floor tile in much the same
manner as in wall t i Le , The principal type of floor tile, howeve r , is the
so-called "quarry" type.

This is a thick tile about four to 12 inches on

a side and is generally made in square, rectaneular, hexagonal, ~r ~ctagonal
- 4 -

.-'1'

apes, ';,'he
quarry tile is usue.lly me de from

8

natural clay body unmixed with

l1u:rry tiles are used widely as a:' Imi t a t Lon of stone flaeging and
In the western part of the United States has found its \;idest use in the
patios of the Spanish type houses in southern California.
Undoubtedly some of the Montana clays now being used by the state's
clay products manufacturers

could be used to mak~ "quarry" tile.

This tYDe

of tile can be made in modern clay products plants with the minimum modification of present equipment; on the other hand, mosaic and faience tiles
using synthetic bodies of clay, feldspar and flint would require new machinery
and other equipment.
wk and jlc.
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]'he Story
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might be said
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is possible

com.rn.on
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vn.Lurb.Le metals,

of

in normal yecr-s , holds

for Morrtana cerf.JJlics manufncturers

Montane. people

growth of the

The manufr.c tur'e of

c.

?'l')ntD.n~.r.bounds in some of the rriw mat er-i e.Ls needed for

silver,

r-angi.ng upwr.r-ds

lnd the rapid
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negligible

$60:000,000

pro oubIy much promise

"fire"
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in n. phenomonc.l growth in the mnnuf"cture
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produc t i >n of nenrly

s ky s crnpe re , massive

upon a humble, prosaic

f'urnr.c es rrre made that

in,dustry

Brick

tOVioring steel

is only by the use of the

from 1,600 degrees
stee~

its

V'/fl.rs:qipsand guns,

to rest

For it

of Fire

mude to~~y.
belongs

to the

be burned to m~ke a grnnite-

like, fire-resistant brick.

Modern metal alloys are made in furnaces of brick.

Like so many of tho significant milestones of human civilization,
no records exist to tell tho identity or the Loca Lt ty of this forerunner of
the Metal Age.
tian pyramid.

Pn iron blade, 5,000 years ~ld, has been found in an EgypThe blind minstrel, Homer, told of the steel working and

hardening of ancient Greece, 3000 years ago.

Historians know that the use

of metals preceded all recorded history; and it is known that the manufacture
of fire bricks was necessary for the utilization of metals.
Manufacture of fire bricks in the United States dates from about
1825 when they were trades by the makers for go~ds.

But the scientific

manufacture of a high quality brick is of recent date - 1910.

The period

from 1910 to 1915 was characterized by the development of bricks which would
successfully withstand higher and higher temperatures.

Vlhen the Viorld War

began the American manufactUrers sacrificed quality for quantity to supply
the warring nations, with the result that the industry recoived a temporary
set-back.

Since 1920 tho manufacturers are again producing bricks of in-

creasing quality.
Montana, with only one manufacturer
place, among 19 states which manufacture

in the state, is in the last

fire brick.

Four other western

states which also produce refractories are California, seventh; Colorado,
ninth; Washington, eleventh; and Utah. eighteenth.
Fire bricks are generally classified under three different types:
basic, acidic, and' neut ra L, depending upon the material from which they are
manufactured.

They are made with the same genoral technique as the common

brick and cost about the same to produce.

The value of the finished fire

I

brick, however, is f~om four to 70 tUnes as great

s the value of the common

brick.
Refractories made fram fire clay are classed as acidic brick.
- 2 -

They

are. the most extensively used of all three typcs~ having a large market in the
steel plants.

Acidic refractories are so-called because they are not des-

troyed by acid slags such as the slags of the steel industry.
in the crowns of nearly all metallurgical
Silica Brick - aspocial

They are used

furnaces.

acidic brick is made from silica ores such

as quartzite, which is crushed, ground with water and hydrated lime, molded
under pressure, dried and burned at temperatures ranging between 1300 and
1500 degrees centigrade.

Basic bricks are made chiefly from magnesite, the largest bodies
of which are found in northeastern Washington.

The process of manufacture

is similar to that of the other fire brick except that the magnesite is
burned or calcined before being fashioned into brick.

These refractories are

used in the baaic oppn-hearth steel process and wherever basic slags are
encountered.
Neutral bricks are made chiefly from Chromite ores molded under
heavy pressure and burned at high temperatures.

In the past the principal

use for this type has been to separate basic from acidic bricks.

They have

a very high fusion temperature sometimes up to 2,250 degz-ees centigrade.
In Montana the value of Chromi te bricks ranges as high as ~~1,000 a thousand.
Montana has extensive deposits of quartzite from which a high grade
silica brick is being made at the present time.
ly in the mountainous regions of western Uontana.

These deposits occur chiefLarge chromite deposits

are known to be present in the southwestern part of the state but up to the
present time have not been used in the making of chromite bricks or refract.ries.
deposih

Pn investigation is to be made by Montana School of ~1ines of theso
to detennine whether or not they can be utilized.
Although Mont-ana has only one plant making refractories today, in

•

- 3 -

..
former years.a plant at Butte produced a refractory of such quality that it
was ~hipped as far as Tacoma, Washington,

and to many western states.

brick was made from fire clays occurring near 1ilhi
tehall.

The

These clays are

unique in that they are the only deposits in the United states which have
been found in pre-Cambrian rocks.
Fire clays may be expected to be preseIft wherever there are large
masses of granite rocks, although sometimes they are found in association
with coal bedlO.
Vlherever man produces high temperatures he lines his furnaces with
_"

fire brick for these bricks withstand ~emperatures that TIill reduce the best
steel alloy to liquid.

Fire bricks are used in the home furnaces, in the

fire boxes of locomotives, and in the ocean liners and battleship~.

They are

an integral part of our modern civilization and an important feature of the
ceramics industry of the world •

.'>

•
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Man is living in a Golden .{!.ge
of ach i evement and progress; he has
conquered the air, the surface of the earth, and the depths of the ocean.
And yet, \1ith each year bringing changes that have revolutionized

industry,

science, and society, it is a strange truth that in each housewife's home
are arti.les that have changed but little during the past ten to twenty
thousand years.
Pottery such as the most fragile chinawareto

the beautiful vase

or lamp may be made today by great iron maohines in vast factories, but there
has been little change in the technique that wa:;;ancient before Caesar was
born or before the Trojan wars had been fought, even before Abraham led the
lTChosen people" from Ur.

In fact the great plachines.themselves would not be

possible if it were not for the same material that goes into the most deliaate urn.

For the iron was melted in a clay-lined furnace.
The making of pottery is one of the oldest of man's arts; perhaps

its antiquity is exceeded by the making of weapons from stone.

Its dis-

cpvery was a great day in the history of the human race, for it meant that
man could store grain and water, that no longer would he have to follow the
wandering game herds for food.- Wherever prehistoric man found plastic clay,
he mixed it with water and fashioned it into pottery, needing only the
prWlssure of his hands to make any shape his skill could conmand.

•

Shaping of

wood or stone or metal require hard and sharp tools.
Pottery is the product of no one people.

Archeologists

find frag-

ments of broken pottery in the ruins of the most ancient civilizations and
use these fragments to piece tOfether the story of these long forgotten races.

Part of our knowledge of ancient Sgypt, Assyria, China, Peru, comes from
the mute particles of broken pottery.

Discovery of pottery was first made

perhaps in the last part of the Stone re»,

15,000 or 20,000 years ago, at

the time that man first discovered that he could produce his food from the
earth by agriculture.

No key has been found that will unlock the full story,

and perhaps it .111 never be ~und.

Some authorities believe tho first

burned clay jar was the result of an accident.

A baskot lined with sun-

dried clay to hold vrat.arwas perhaps placed too near tho fire and the basket
~as burned off.

The resulting jar uas then found to be harder than an or-

dinary sun-dried clay.
By

This basket design has survived to the present day.

the tuae recorded history had begun, in.the valleys of the

Tigris and the Euphrates, the Sumerians, or Babylonians had a highly developed
art of pottery.

It is here that we also find the first principle of circu-

lar motion machinery,

the pottor's whoel.

Sometime during the thousands

of years that preceded some primitive man had discovered that a flat rock,
pivoted in a hole of another rock, enabled him to mold a perfectly circular
bowl more easily.

So it is probably that ancient potter to whom must be

given the credit for the second of mankind's great achievements, the invention of the wheel.
Egyptians knew and practised the art of glazing burnt clay bodies
to produce the glassy luster of their bowls and dishes.
of Hoang-Ti in China. 2698 B. C.earthenware

Y18S

During the reign

being made from clay.

About 200 B. C. the Chinese discovered a clay that made, in later centuries,
the highest grade porcelains the world has known.

This clay they called

kaolin (kay-o-lin) from the two Chinese nords "leao"meaning high, and !llin"
meaning hill.

The modern world still calls this fine clay Kaolin.

And so

excellent were the Chinese products that dishes are still called chinaware.
Some authorities claim that the Chinese porcelains were produced during the
-
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n

tenth and ~leventh centuries, 700 years ahead of the Europeans, instead of
1,700 years as others claim.

Marco Polo brought the first definite know-

ledge of the Chinese art of pottery to Europe in the 13th century P.. D.
The art, like the civilization fostering it, waxed and waned
with the civilizations.

Thus the Chinese art reached its zenith during the

Ming dynasty from 1368 P.. D. to 1643 1\ e D.

Sinc13 1736 the Chinese porce-

lain degenerated to a cheaper commercial product and today no longer leads
the world in its excellence.

In Italy the famed Hajolica ware, so named

from the Island of Majorca off the coast of Spain, was highly developed by
Lucca Della Robbia in 1440, but the art declined and nearly disappeared in
the 17th century.

In the 16th century French potteries assumed world l~ader-

ship with the work of Bernard Palissey who became the favorite potter of
Catherine de Medici.

Palissey's ambition and poverty was so intense that he

found it necessary to burn his household furnishings in his kiln that he
might complete his experiments.

Palissey died in prison taking his secrets

'\iIi
th him, and setting the industry back many years.

In DngLand the famous

V.edgewood brought tho mantle of greatness to English ware in the middle of
the 18th century.
During the 18th century a tidal wave of pottery broke over Europe.
Importations of the Chinese porcelains by Dutch traders created a demand
for.the ware and a search for clays that might approach the Chinese product.
Fantastic legends were formulated as to its composition until Bottcher discovered that a wig powder coming from Strassburg contained the precious
material.

Previously Europeans had believed that the translucent Chinese

wares we re made of gIajis, and the French Sevres (pronounced SaYV'r) china
was an imitation.

Another attempt at imitation gave rise to the Chelsea

(Chel-sey) and Bow porcelains of ~ngland,

- 3 -

These TIarcs contain about 40 per

cent Qf the ashe~ from burned bones.

Some day, perhaps, same gruesome-

minded person will conceive the idea, \1ith the aid of our present day
crematory service and a renegade potter, will preserve for posterity the
dust e r Uncle Ben., hunt Minnie, and little Hillie, in the form of a piece
for the parlor mantle.
Pottery making in the United States started in 1601 on Long
Island.
industry.

Pennsylvania

and the Ohio river valley became the center of the

vJhite clays were imported from J~nglB.ndbeginning in 1873, in

spite of the fact that enormous deposits are present "in North Carolina
and Georgia.

Trenton, Ne~ Jersey, beginning in 1852, became the second

important china center.

Here the famous Lennox "Belleek" ware is made ..

This ware has attained historical note with the furnishings of 1700 pieces
for the White House at the time of President Viilson. The presidents

since

1.'lils()n
have all used this chinaware.
Modern pottery is a queer combination of the old and the new.
Here we find the potter's wheel of 10,000 years ago, dressed up in modern
style, side by side with the latest electrically pOTIered and controlled,
medern aut.matic machinery.

The wheel is still a flat rotating dish on

which the plastic clay is shaped.
Much of the art pottery today is made of a dark burning clay to
which colored glaises are added for surfacing.

In the finer products such

as porcelain and chinaware the body is made up of kaolin, feldspar, and
flint or quartz.

Indications are that Montana contains large deposits of

all of these materials.
The materials are ground together in water and then allowed to
age.

The resulting creamy material

is fashioned in one of three ways.

In

the first two methods the water is pressed out of the mixture leaving a
plastic body which is kneaded into shape or fashioned on the potterts wheel
- 4 -

or some modification

of the wheel.

In the third method the creamy ma~erial

or "Slip" is poured into plaster of paris molds which absorb the water.
After standing for several minutes the liquid is poured out, leaving a
skin of the material clinging to the mold.
ana 1s then removed.

This skin is allowed to dry

The ware is then carefully dried and fired in a kiln

at about 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit, known as the "b~scuit" fire.
ware is now ready for decoration or glazing.
plied to the surface.

The china-

This is a glass that is ap-

In art pottery the glass is generally colored.

In

t.abLe--var-eit is usually a clear glass which allows the color of the body
to show through.

Further decorations, such as f'Lower-s and geometric de-

signs, are applied by one of several methods either under or over the gla%e4
Colors in the glazes are obtained from certain metallic salts such as bluecobalt, green- copper or chromium, red- iron, brofln- manganese,

etc.

The

gla.zes are either sprayed on , or dipped.

The pottery is then agaf,n fired in

what is known as the "ghost" fire.knother

type of decoration is the gold-

work often seen on table-ware and ornamental pieces.

Very fine gold is

mixed in an organic solution and applied by hand painting, and the piece
is then again fired but at a much lower temperature.
As it has been indicated the three chief materials needed to
produce pottery and chmawar e are kaolin, feldspar, and quartz.

The latter

two of these materials occur in great quantities, throughout western Bontana
but no significant kaolin deposits have
School of

8S

yet been found.

However Montana

ines, in cooperation with the State Bureau of rJIinesand Geology

is conducting a thorough investigation of the state clay deposits with the
expectation that deposits not previously reported will come to light.

It

is known that kaolin deposits are the result of residual weathering of
granite rocks and hence that deposits might be found in a:isociation with
some of the massive granite formations of the state.
- 5 -

Clay samples which

have been assembled from various parts of the state are now being teited in
the School of Mines ceramics laboratories to find whether or not they will
be suitable for this product.
Pottery "manufacture has begun in Viashington and Oregon, some plants
are operating in California using imported English kaolin.

It is possible

that Montana will be able to tru~epart in pottery manufacture

in the future

if the kaolin deposits are found.
Pottery, though a specialized combination of art and science in
the modern plant, is one thing that each person can db with more-or-less
skill.

The ease with VJhich plastic clay can be molded rouses the creative

instinct in man~ a creative instinct that has its roots back 15,000 years
or more~

Perhaps some of the pride of our primitive ancestors in their

ability to mold clay into any shape has come down to most people living
today.

Few things hold the fascination that plastic clay holds.

And there

are few of man's many occupations that offer a greater field for man's
creative instincts and imagination as the making of pottery or the molding
of clay.

- 6 ...

MOllTAFA SCHOOL OF HINES
Butte, Montana
The Story of Electrical Insulators
Of Montana's nearly 3.000,000

potential hydro-electric

only about 400,000 has been developed at the present time.

horse power

All of the pOTIer

already developed, as nell as ~he wtmense quantities that may easily be developed in the future must be ~ransported, like any otQer commodity, from th~
place of manufacture
power is manufactured

to the place or places of utilization.

Hydro-electric

in power plants located usually beside dams or waterfalls

far back in the mountains;

the places of utilization of the power are in more

or less distant cities, industrial plants, and factories.

Transportation

of

electric power is accomplished by means of copper or aluminum transmission
wires which are strung across the country side on tall steel towers.

In order

that the electricity isn't lost by passing through the steel towers to th~
ground or by short circuiting to the other wires on the tower, each wire must
be suspended f~m

the towers on high quality electrical insulators.

It is a well knovm fact that the greater the v~ltage of electrical
pressure, the farther a spark will leap between two wires.

On these high-

tension transmission lines from power plants to cities where voltages as high
as 220,000 volts are carried, very large and long insulators are used,

These

insulators, as well as all others whether they are used in home lighting, the
work shop, the factory, or the automobile, are nearly aLwavs made of either
porcelain or glass, both of which are ceramics products.
One of the most interesting stories of prospecting for a finding ~f
valuable mineral deposits in recent decades, is the story of the discovery of
a mineral claimed to be essential to the high quality spark plugs necessary in
airplane and automobile motors.

The 1iiorldvlar created so great a demand for

spark plugs that would withstand the terrific strain of the combat airplane
that American manufacturers

were constantly searching for a new process which

would turn out a better spark plug.

After much research it was found that a

porcelain of the xe~uired standard could be manufactured

by the addition of

an aluminum silicate mineral called "sillimanite" .. As a result of this work
xhe United states Bureau of Standards advised the manufacturers that the
made
mineral should be/artificially.
Difficulties of making this mineral however
were so numerous that a nationwide scientific prospecting

search was made for

the three minerals of the sillimanite group that under high temperatures
into the compound found in the high-~uality

porcelain

insulator.

final compound Vias at first called "artificial sillimanite"

change

Although the

it was found later

to be "Mulli tell a very rare minera 1 found in only one place in the world:
the Island of Mull in the Hebrides near the coast of Scotland.

However three

minerals are known to change into mullite at high temperatures.
are sillimanite, cyanite (kyanite) ~ and andalusi teo
dumortierite also produced slinilar results but has

on

These minerals

Another mineral known as
8.

slig~tly different

composition.
The romance of the discovery of a large body of andalusite, the first
com.-nercialdeposit to be found in the world, is one that rivals some of the
/

classic tales of old such as discovery of a bonanza through the kick of a mule,
or through a broken wagon wheel.

FOT

two fruitless years Dr. J. A. Jeffrey,

president of the Champion Spark Plug company, had prospected through the likely
mountainous

regions of the Unit~d States.

One night, in the depths of the

Inyo mountains of California, Dr. Jeffrey and his prospector
camp after dark.

guide were pitching

In moving rocks to make room for his blankets Dr. Jeffrey

was impressed by the weight of one of the boulders.

The next morning he

examined it and found it to be nearly pure andalusi teo

After considerable

search he discovered that the boulder must have fallen from an overhanging
I

cliff which could be examined only by swinging over the top on the end of a
rope.

This cliff of andalusite is now'being mined, fhe mineral is hauled on
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the backs of burros to the valley 6,000 feet beLon , transported several miles
by trucks, and then shipped by railroad to Detroit where it is incorporated in
porceiain bodies used for the manu~acture of spark plug cores and chemical
porcelain dishes.
It is quite possible that deposits of one of the three minerals of

sillimanite, syanite, or andalusite may be found in Montana.

These minerals
~

are knov!n to occur in metamorphic rocks such as schists and gneisses, and also
in association with pegmatite formations, all of which are typical of the
mountainous regions of Montana ..
For house wiring, most of the insulators are made of ung Laz.ed, qu i t e
porous~ porcelain in the fonn of small tubes, knobs, and cleats.

This porcelain

is very similar in composition to the porcelain dishes commonly used for every
day service in the homes.
The three main ingredients are wh i, te clay, quartz and feldspar.
These insulators, however~ are not coated with a glaze or glass such as the
dishes, which is not necessary as they are protected from the weather by being
used only on the inside of buildings ..
'"

For transmission lines, particularly those that carry the electricity
for long distances at high voltages, require very large and long insulators.
These are usually r~de of porcelain and in segments varying from three inches
to twelve inches in diameter.
The common ingredients of pure wh i t e clay, pure quartz, and pure
feldspar are ground together with water.

The resulting creamy fluid is run

through strong electro-magnets which remove any;stray iron particles, and
into massive filter presses which remove most of the water.. The plastic mass
or body is removed from the presses and is shaped into the flat, plate-shaped
and long tube segments, in plaster of paris molds and in gas or electricallyheated steel molds.

The fonned insulator is very carefully dried in automatic
- 3 -

·

q

dryers.

They are then dipped into a glazing material which, after firing,

linparts to the insulator ~ts glossy and impervious surface.

Many of the glazes

used on these insulators is a natural low fusing clay known as "Albany slip"
which mayor

may not be colored, however, colored glazes are more common.

The

common colors are brown from addition of manganese dioxide, and blue fram the
addition of cobalt oxide.
The insulators are then placed in clay boxes on special kiln cars
which are run through tunnel kilns from 250 to 300 feet long,

The temperature

in the hottest section of these kilns is between 2,300 and 2,500 degrees
Fahrenheit •. This intense heat causes the mineral constituents o r the insulator
to react chemically to f'onn a dense, hard, vitrified and impervious structure
and causes the glazing materials to fuse to a fluid liquid which flows and
uniformly covers the outside of the insulator.

On co?ling the fluid glaze

becomes a thin glassy coating which is impervious to weather.

All insulators

or insulator parts that are used on transmission lines and under high voltages
are individually tested with electric currents at very high voltages and at
60 cycles of frequency before they are sent out of the factory or assembled
into the large two to five-foot length insulators that are so common on the
high voltage transmission lines allover

the United States today.

Many electrical insulators are made of glass, particularly,

those

used for the antenna of radios, and telephone wires on telephone poles.

Many

of the glass insulators are used for the relatively low-voltage wires in street
transmission lines.

They are all of the so called "pressed" glass, formed by

pressing the molten glass into steel molds.
Insulators have many uses other than those that have been mentioned
in radios, radio tubes, electric ranges, stoves, furnaces, thermal·couples
in fact, wherever electricity is used.
Viith the further development of the hydro-e ectric resources of
Montana and with the ever increasing application of electrical energy to save
man's energy, will the demand for electrical insulators increase.
- 4 -
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~~ all Man's products which have contritur;ed to ~he development
of modern civilization, few have been so important ab ~lass, an article
so common that it attracts little attention and yet which has gi~en man
his knowledge of the universe, and has enabled him to fight his most
mortal enemy, disease.
It was once said that man's greatest achievement was the invention of the telescope; today the common statenent is that man's greatest invention is the microscope~

Both are made possible by glass.

The

advancement of nearly every science has been possible to a greater .r
lesser degree, through th~ .~~e.:~fp~a~s.:!equipmentwhich can be easily
\'

constructed.

.'

..

Of the many ceramic products used in the household there are
none so common as glass.

0bris'id~~)th~giass in your own home, the win-

dows, electric light bulbs, table glass, insulators en your radio antenna, bat~ro0Il!"
fb;tu+es~ .,:ThE?re
\~~ FO. m~te:r:~a+,.
pe rhaps , that,,i~ with
u~ m~re fron:.,li~e,
~q 9.~at.ht~an, glas~ in sft,meform.
g.Ias

Man ,

ses , can,.even cor re ct t~~ .mi.s t akes .Q~I.Mot.~~r
yat~re

Ln

wi tp. ey~,

r

>,

the .hurnan eye.

At-though
thl3,prese!1ceof
g Laas aand s Ls said to )e extremely
.
.
,"
.
,.
~
.
\

'

"

rare.west of ,the M~ssissippi river, an extensive deposit has been recently found in S!!>uthwesternMontana of a pl,lrityth~~ malees it likely tile
state ma

T

some

day bel able

to

join in t.h i,shiChly important nar-t

ceramic::l':'ndustry.
I

is surprisi.ng wh't this transparent £uQstance

°

th;;

civilization, and yet glass is not a product of modern civilization.

Glass

making, like so many of arts, has been known for more than 6,000 years.
Examples of Egyptian opaque glass dating back to the fourth millenium B!O C.
are in existence.

The Egyptians are believed to hav~ invented the making

of glass although its origin is unknoun.
The wandering Phoenicians
making art.
and it

\JaS

The Phoenician

are credited with spreading the glass-

city Sidon became the center of the industry

there that the art of glass-blowing

began about the t irneof the

beginning of the Christian era.
Most of the civilizations. of the period made glass, among them
the P.ssyrians and the Greeks.

One of the outstanding

examples of the Greek

/

glass making is the famed Portland vase, now on display at the British
Huseum.

This vase, originally a cinerary urn, was di~covered in ,the tomb

of Emperor Alexander near Rome in the 17th century.

\lhile on display at

the British Museum in 1845 it was smashed by a lunatic but was later repaired~
The Romans learned their art of glass making from the conquered
peoples.

However they brought the art to

Q

high state of perfection,

mastering most of the technical processes and producing a crystalline produ'Ct which was ranked with the precious metals in value.

They perfected

the "Cameo" glass, similar to that of which the Portland vase VIasmade.
The Romans inventeq the process of app Iy i ng gold Leaf to glass, and are
believed to be the first to invent w i.ndow glass.
During the 11th century Venice became the leader in the art.
They perfected "Lace" glass, and "Mosaic" glass, with its marvelous

coloring.

They enameled their products and imitated precious stones, the forerunner
of our modern .cheap jevlelry.
Bohemia became the rival of Venice in the 16th and 17th centuries
with their invention of cut glass, after which the Venetian art declined.
England contributed much to the art in 167'3 with their invention of "Flint"
- 2 ..

\
~lass, which though fragile bas great brEl Lance
finest table and cut glass.

arid ::'s
used today in our

The Romans 8stQblished'GlJ€ art in England, aLse

in Spain and France.
In rmer-ica little glass was made until the 18th century.

Casper

\iiisterand Henry William Stiegel were very prominent among the early producers.

One of f\merica's contributions

'"laS

the making of "Favrile" art

glass by Louis Comfort Tiffany in 1890.
Though glass is exc.eedingly common, the main ingredient is more
common.

It is sand.

The.sand mu~t be pure, Qlean, and white, having a

very high content of silioa and a\very low content of iron.
gredients vary according to the type of glass to be made.
classes of glass are made:

The other inThree general

soda-lime, such as used in window glass, plate

glass, bottles, etc; lead glass, such as used in table and ornamental ware
of great brilliance;

and boro.:..silicate
glass. such as used Ln the manufacture

of ovenware like "Pyrex".
One of the most interesting properties of glass is its great
strength.

It is said that a railroad freight car could be suspended frem

a piece of glass two inches square, and eight freight cars, or 350 tons,
might be balanced on a two inch cube without crushing it.

tmother inter-

esting property is its refraction of light; it is this property of glass
which causes its uS,e as imitation diamonds.

HOV7e1ferno glass can approach

the diamond in the dispersion of light from its cut faces.
Glass making is essentially

a simple process but ene in which a

high degree of technique has been developed.
ing materials

The glass sand and the flux-

are mixed together in a furnace and heated to from 2,500 to

2,800 degrees Fahrenheit.
The Romans, who were the first manufacturers

of \"Iind~\'1
glass, cast

it into the required shape by pouring the molten materials
-3-

into a mould.

In

the 12th century the Anglo-saxon monk, Theophilus, gathered the liquid on
the end of a pipe and blew out a bubble which he split and flattened out
while hot, with paddles.
ViaS

This is usually known as the Belgian process and

used until the end of the 19th century.

In 1894, .T. H. Lubbers, an

American, mechanized the process drawing out cylindrical bubbles about 40
feet l~ng.

These cylinders were cut into five or six feet sections by

scratching the large cylinder with a diamond and wrapping it with an electrically heated Ylire. They wer-e then cut lengthwise and flattened after
heating.

At the present time two processes invented shortly after the be-

ginning of the 20th century by alBelgian, Fourcault, and an American,
Coburn, are in use.

By these methods the glass is drawn upwards in a flat

sheet from a tank of the molten material.

For plate glass a method used

by the Ford Motor Company consists of fusing the material in a tank and
passing it continuously through rolls. ·Tlleglass is then cut, annealed,
ground, and polished.

Safety glass is formed by laminating plate glass

with transparent plastic materials.

Bottles are blown by intricate machin-

~ry, supplanting the ~ld hand methods.
Colors are produced by the addition of various minerals and
mineral com~nunds.

Red glass is produced by the addition ~f gold, copper

oxide, or selenium; amber and yellow by uranium oxide or cadmium sulfide;
green by the addition of iron; blue by copper or cobalt; vi <Le t by mangan\

ese dioxide; milk or opal by bone ashes ~f alumina and flourine minerals.
Color has a commercial significance other than the beauty of the
product.

Ps an example of this beautifying of the pr~saic, one glass manu-

facturer added a small amount of selenium to his product for the making ot
mavonaatse jars.

The resulting pinkish-amber cast gave the mayen naise

a

better appearance and increased the sales of the mayonnaise.
Glass\making is no~mall

industry in the United States, varying
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i:1valu8 between two and threo hundred millions ~f dollars annually.

The

volume of glass used is increasing ar.nllE.=-}:y-~
New uee s are being found or
created daily.

One of the recent developments is the placin~ of glass TIin-

dows in tin cans ·used for foods so the purchaser can see what he is buying.
If the desire to see a,nd to know has been, as some believe, Man's
dominant characteristic throughout the time his species; has inhabited the
earth, then surely glass has been his greatest aid.

For it is through glass

that he sees the greatest and the smallest things of all creation.

With

it he has separated the colors of the sun, has built great lighted places
in which to live, and has stored- away his treasures to be seen and admired
by those who follow centuries later,_ but safe against the ravages of time
and element.
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The .§.!_~I'_l of Abrasives - ".Tewels of Industry"

For nearly thirty years, one of the important industries of the
modern age has been allowed to lapse in Montana, so that certain resources
of the state have lain idle while other parts of the nation have produced
millions of dollars of wealth in which this state might share.

In fact

thousands of dollars' worth of a mineral, which occurs in quantities in
Montana, has been imported from ~oreign lands capturing a part of the
American market.
This mineral, an aluminum oxide known as "corundum" is the chief
material used in the abrasive industry in which all kinds of grinding
stones, powders, and wheels are manufactured.

Next to the diamond, corundum

is the hardest known mineral, and like the diamond it is the source of the
world's most valuable gems such as the sapphire and the ruby.
In Gallatin county, are deposits of corundum which are reported
to extend for miles throughout an easily accessible country containing
thousands of tons of ores of this material.

Some of the possibilities

of

I

these resources can be calculated from /the fact that corundum is valued at
~p78

a ton.

Corundum, is mined chiefly in two localities in the world today:

Naxos, Asia Minor, and New York state.

The New York deposits a~e an im-

pure mineral called "emery", a mixture of corundum and magnetite.
Prior to 1906 Montana was noted for being one of the few places
where corundum ore was mined.

It is reported that large tonnages were

mined, milled, and sold to eastern markets at a value of ::,200 a ton and a
thriving mining industry depended upon the deposits for its existence.
Discovery that the compound could be manufactured

caused the price to be

lowered to less than half that amount and terminated the Montana production.
Since that time the deposits have been .1eglected, the mines ceased operations and the mills were finally dismantled and sold.

Today, however, the

improved techniques of mining and milling are causing a revival of interest
in the deposits.

There is a possibility that Montana in the future may be

able to share in an industry that produced more than 31 millions of dollars
in 1933.
The scintillating beauty of the crystal forms of corundum, together with the fact that the mineral is the source rock of the precious
sapphire and ruby, have caused them to be called the "Jewels of Industry".
In fact one industry, watch making, uses millions of sapphires annually.
\

The chief use of the mineral, however, is in the manufacture of abrasives
for grinding and polishing.
Chief among the precious gems composed of corundum are the
Oriental sapphires, found in many parts of the world, and the ruby.
these stones have values greatly exceeding the diamond.

Both

Montana has be-

come famous as the producer of the blue Montana sapphire; the value of these
stones prior to 1929· was- no re than half the total value of gems produced in
the United States.

In fact Montana is the only state in the Union where

gem mining has beep a definite industry.

The principal gem areas of the

state are the Yoga d Ist r-i.c
t ,' about 75 miles northwest of Helena; Dry Cottonwood gulch, about 12 miles northwest of Butte

j

and Rock Greek, near Philips-

burg.
Lapse of corundum mining in the state was due to the discovery i.
1897 by Charles B. Jacobs that the crystal compound could be produced artificially from bauxite, an aluminum oxide chemically combined with water •
./

By

1901 the artificial product was developed in lwge

and gradually supplanted the natural mineral.
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commercial quanti ties

The process of manufacturing
quite unusual.

artificial corundum though simple is

Carbon electrodes are suspended in a furnace in which the pre-

viously heated bauxite is packed.

Electric current is passed thll'oughthe

electrodes for 24 hours producing temperatures eX8eeding 2~00 degrees Centigrade which melts the bauxite.

The molten material is allowed to

for a week, causing the corundum tQ form in massive crystals.

0001

slowly

The melt is

then crushed, passed under a magnet to remove iron compounds and soreened&
Vihile corundum and its impure relative, emery, ~orm the bulk of
the materials used in abrasive manufacture,

several other minerals 'are also

important, namely garnet, silica sand, volcanic ash, and pumicea

In addition

to these natural minerals are "carborundum", which is artificially made from
silicon and carbon, and boron carbide.

Both these artificial products are

harder than corundum.
Large quantities of garnets have been found in Montana.

Early

day placer miners found these semi-precious stones in gold bearing gravels
in many parts of the state.

The region near Virginia City in the Ruby

valley is particularly noted for garnets.

Garnet is the name given to alu-

minum silicate chemically combined with iron, magnesium, or calcium.
That man cculd produce in his laboratories a sUbstance harder
than any natural substance except diamond is one of the interesting facts in
the discovery of "carborundum" by Doctor Edwar-d G. Acheson in 1891 at
Monongahela, Pennsylvania.

Doctor Acheson assisted the late Thomas A.

Zdison in developing the carbon filament of the original incandescent lamp.
~'lhileexperiment ing with electric currents he fused a mixture of clay and
coke and discovered in the melt a few tiny, blUish, diamond-like

crystals.

He found these crystals to be harder than corundum and sold a small vial of
them, about 10 carats, at the rate of $880 a pound.

Since then the substance,

to which the discoverer gave the name "carborundum", has been produced in
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iarge commercial quantities and sells for ~103 a ton.

Today the substance

is made by a method similar to that used in the manufacture of artificial
corundum, except that the furnaces are of different types.
Abrasive materials are used for the manufacture of all kinds of
grinding wheels and equipment, from the small dentist drill to the massive
wheels used in pulping wood for the paper indus,try. The abrasives are
crushed and screened to obtain uniform sizes.
by one of five types of binding material:
glass, shellac. rubber, and bakelite.

These grains are then cemented

clays, sodium silicate or water

If clay is used as a binning agent

the material is shaped into wheels and then fired.
method~

Abrasive grains as fine as 600 mesh are widely used for polishing

and grinding powders.
cloth.

This is the most common

Some of these fine powders are coated on paper and

Abrasives are also used in the manufacture of non-slip floor tile

and stair-treads.

Of late years super-refractories have been made from

both the alumina and silicbn carbide abrasives.
It is said that Man's need for a grinding stone has been imperative ever since the first weapon was shaped from iron found in meteors.
Without a substance which could sharpen the metal the weapon was less effective than a crude stone arrow or spear head.

This would give the art

of grinding an antiquity extending back for more than 6,000 years.
historians claim that grinding

WaS

But

practised even 20,000 years ago when

human beings first fashioned stone axes, spears, and arrows.
Grinding, instead of becoming a lost art with the progress of the
human race, has been found to be one of the most essential parts of our
modern metal and machine age.

It is o~ly by the use of hard abrasives that

cutting edges can be applied to tools and weapons.

without abrasives the

most common of our everyday instruments weuld be ampos~ible; it would be
impossible to produce optical instruments such as telescopes or microscopes;
- 4 -

it would be impossible to manufacture the surgeon's knife, the mechanic's
drills and lathes, the ordinary razor blade, the automobile. the clock.
It is a queer paradox that as machines are developed to withstand
greater and greater wear from abrasive substances, maL has developed harder
a~d harder abrasives to make the machines.
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The Story of Insulation - "Feather Gold"
Withih the-past few years Montana has achieved national prominence
as a leader in an industry that should in the near future become a vital
concern to homeowners everywhere.

Growth of a demand for air-conditioning

of dwellings, business offices, and even railroad cars, has caused industrial leaders to searc. for and develop various types of insulatirg materials.
Montana's mineral deposits of some of these materials are claimed to be
among the ~ost important in the United States.
The trend toward air-conditioning while not apparent to the casual
observer is revolutionizing the building industry~

Air-conditioning requires

that the walls and ceilings be built ~o prevent heat from passing throug~r
thu~ retaining the heat in the winter, as well as keeping the building cool
in the summer.

This desirable effect has been attained by the use of insu-

l~ting materials.

Not only is the preserving of a constant temperature

comfortable and economical, but according to medical science, is essential
for health.

In most buildings, when the mercury outside has gone down t~

30 or 4~ degrees below zero, much fuel is consumed to produce warmth that
is lost.

Uhere does it go?

It is common knowledge that heat rises.

It

has been observed that in the spring when the housewife's fancies turn more
or less heavily to thoughts of spring housecleaning, stained streaks; are
prominent across light colored ceilings.

The location of each board and

lath under the plaster or paper is evident from these streaks:

the lighter

spots mark the overlying boards while between are dirty strips that show
where much of the heat from the winter's fuel passed through.
Insulation has two principal functions:
of heat, and sound control.

retention (or exclusion)

In order that a material be suitable for use as

an insulator, it must oontain confined or entrapped air spaces,

These spaces

may be Ithe space between small fibers, threads, flakes, or particles of a
fluffy material.
Montana has many deposits of three of the minerals from which insulating materials are made:

vermiculite, an altered mica; asbestos, a fibrou~

silicate; and diatomaceous earth, a material composed of the skeletons of
millions of minute water plants.
portant in Montana.

Of these vermiculite is by far the most im-

In fact Montana is chief producer or vermiculite in the

United States, other significant deposits being found in North Carolina and
C-olorado.
Although vermiculite was known to mineralogists

as early as 1824,

more than a hundred years passed before its commercial significance was realized and the substance marketed.

That it was finally marketed was due chiefly

to a Montana ~~n, the late E. N. Alley, who accidentally discovered the large
deposits of the mineral at Libby in 1916.
Mr. Alley, while examining a quartz vei~ for the presence of gold
and other minerals, found that the heat from his candle against the side of
a mine drift caused a flake of a mineral substance to unfold and turn a
golden color.

At a loss to explain this phenomenon Mr. Alley gave the sub-

stance the name of "Feather Gold" because it resembled flaky gold but was
light as a feather.

Mr. Alley was Quick to realize the commercial significance

of a mineral which would swell to 16 times its original volume upon heating
and experimented with it for several years.

In 1925 he began to market the

substa~ce on a small scale and today vermiculite has fqund a market throughout
the country.
Vermiculite was so called from the Latin phrase "to breed worms"
because of its property of curling and assuming worm-like shapes upon heating.
It is said that in Japan it was a popular amusement to throw vermiculite on
hot coals to see it unfold and expand.
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The mineral weighs about lob pounds a cubic foot before heating
and about 6 to 20 pounds a cubic foot after heating.
are very extensive.

The Libby deposits

A report in 1929 stated that the deposits appeared to

be at least 100 feet wide, 100 feet deep and 1,000 feet long.

Several

'smaller bodies of the mineral and also of asbestos occur in the same region.
At least three other large bodies of vermiculite occur in Montana:
one in the Bearpaw mountains in Hill county; one i~ the Sapphire mountains,
near stevensville; and another in t~e Tobacco Root mountains, near Pony in
Madison county.

The first two are known to be of cohlmercial size, but

little is known of the third deposit.
Because of its golden color vermiculite has a number of other
uses besides as an insulator.
gilt paint.

It is one of the components of gold or

Another use has been in the making of plaster.

:xperiments

at the University of Kentucky proved that plaster of 60 percent of vermiculite and 10 percent of asbestos made a plaster that would not disintegrate when placed in a red hot furnace,

Fireproof insulating board made

from vermiculite will withstand 1700 degrees Fahrenheit without appreciable
contraction or expansion.

For these reasons the substance is widely used

as an insulator for fire-proof vaults, for fireless cookers, for refrigerators, and so on~

Insulating bricks and cements are also made from it_

It is also used as a lubricant and is said to be similar to graphite.
The asbestos minerals are of varied composition, being hydrated
silicates of calcium, magnesium and iron, but are generally termed
amphibole asbestos.

They are all of a fibrous structure such that they

shred into a soft pulpy mass.

Purity, 'length, and flexibility of fiber

are important both in value and variety of uses.

The bulk of the asbestos

in the United states has been produced from Georgia with small amounts
from Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, California, Idaho and 'dashington.
The mineral is reported to occur in the same locality as the Rainey Creek
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vermiculite dep.osits and in the Cliff Lake District near nest Yellowstone in
Montana.

Asbestos fin.ds its widest use in the manufacture of steam pipe

coverings, fire-proof roofing materials, insulating plasters, cements, and
boards.

It is also made into thread and woven into cloth.

The known de-

posits of asbestos in Montana appear to be adapted mainly to local uses.
The greatest local use might be in the insulation of houses by the use of the
powder or ground material.
Diatomite, sometimes 'called diatomaceous earth, is found in ancient
shallow seas and swamps.

The material is usually quite soft, and occurs in

beds of varying thickness from a few feet to several hundreds of feet.

The

material is made up of the deposited skeletons of very minute water plants
which may be seen only with the aid of a microscope.

The most extensive de-

posits found in the United states occur at Lompoc, California.

The manu-

factured products ot these deposits are sold under the familiar trade name
of "Sil-O-Cel".

\!ith the many recurrences of seas and lakes Lr, Mon t ana during

the millions of years of geologic time, it would seem very likely that bodies
of this material would be found.

In fact, deposits have been described as

occurring along the Missouri River in the Townsend Valley district, in west
central Montana.

Diatomaceous earth finds its greatest use in the insulation

of furnaces, both in.the powdered form and as bricks.

At Lompoc some of

these bricks are cut directly from the bank by means of gang saws.

Other

bricks are made by combining the powdered material ,with plastic clay,
shaping and burning in a method similar to that employed in the manufacture
of common brick.

As a suggested use in Montana, powdered diatomaceous

earth would make an admirable insulator to be poured betwe6® the studding of
a frame house, and between the ceiling joists on top of the plaster in all
houses and build tngs,
Another mineral insulating material that someday may become important in Montana is the manufactured product, mineral wool.
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Mineral wools

are known by two names, rock wool and slag wool.

Rock wool derives its

name from the fact that certain clay-lime rocks are used as the raw material.
Slag wool, as the name implies, is made from steel furnace slag.
cess of manufacture is the same in both cases.

The pro-

The rock or slag is charged

with coal or coke into furnaces where it is melted.

A stream of the molten

material flows into a room where it is struck by a jet of high pressure
steam, breaking it up into small globules.

As these small globules are

driven through the air by the impact of the steam, they leave a tail following behind much like the tail of a tadpole.

It solidifies in the form of

thin glassy threads which are utilized in this form or made into insulating
pads and blankets.

Mineral wools find their most extensive use in insu-

lating ovens, refrigerators, houses and buildings.
The prophecies of controlled living conditions within the home;
that is, cool houses in the summer and well-ventilated, warm houses in the
winter, are just beginning to be realized.

As progress is made in this di-

rection, Montana's insulaton resources will find wider and wider usage, as
Montana's "feather gold" is doing today.

- 5 -
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Butte, Montana

The Story of Cemmts,

Lime, and Plasters

During the past billion years much of Montana has been submerged by a
succession of great oceans, each of which remained millions of years.
the evidences of these pre-historic

Today

seas are found in thousands of feet of

sediments that cover much of the area of the state.
Among the sediments left in those periods so ancient that the hard-shelled
forms of life were just beginning, are great deposits of the three non-metallic
minerals which are the raw m.aterials of an industry totalling more than 400
million dollars in the Unitei States in normal years, the industry of lnallufacturing cements, li1:18,and :9lasters. These three non-metallics

are limestone,

clay, and gypsum.
Limestone is one of the most abundant of all minerals.

In fact it is said

that in Western Montuna there is no place where thousands and thousands of tons
of more or less pur e limestone do not occur within a radius of 40 miles.
purest limestone in Montana is said to occur in the Madison formation,
mentary bed laid down about 300 million years ago.

The

a sedi-

However other format ions

carry thousands of feet of limestone generally less pure than the Madison
.Limestone

<>

One of the oldest limestone formations of Western Montana occurs

in the Belt group which was deposited perhaps a billion years ago.

Other for-

mations of varying age include the Jefferson, Gallatin, Ellis, Amsden, Cherry
Creek, and Kootenai formations.
Most of Montana's limestone was deposi ted through a chemical reaction on
calcareous substances carried in the sea water, causing a precipitation
cium carbona te.

of cal-

Still other deposits are made up almost entirely of the skele-

tons and shells of billions of organisms some of wbich are so tiny that·500
of them laid end to end would not measure an inch.
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three

parts

Lrnes't one and
linlestone

where the materials

are

bur-ned to form eLi.nkers about the size of a small nut.

The cLi.nlter s are Ground

to a powder, to which is usually added about two p ercent of gypsum; the resulting product is called Portland cement.

The runct i on of the g~ypsum is to retard

the setting of the cement,
It is interesting to note that the machinery involved in making cep1ent are
among the largest units used in any manufacturing process.

Rotary kilns are

101~ steel cylinders, sometimes 12 feet or more in diruneter and 300 feet or more

in length.

They are lined with fire brick to withstand high temperatures and

are slightly incl.ined so that the ground limestone and clay will pass through
as the cylinder is constantly revolved.

The high temperatures, partially

fusing the powdered materials, and the rotating motion form the small, round
pellets.
Portland cement has the peculiar property of hardening under wat er because
the water reacts chenically with it to produce a r-oclc-Li.lce
pr-oper-ty

substance.

This

of'cement is its mos t i1,1l')ortant
characteristic and has led to an infi-

nite variety of uses for which other materials are so weLL adapt ed , Very
strongly acid water or ver-y aLka Li.newat er , however, tend to disintegrate
cement unless some provisions ar-e made to counteract or pr-event such disintegration.

One Montana company is now preparing a cement for use at the Fort

Peck dam; the cement is of special compos i tion to coun ter-ac t strongly alkaline
wa't er s ,

Cement is used chiefly in making concrete.
water are mixed in definite ratios.
and free from clay.

Cement, sand, gravel, and

Both the sand and gravel must be clean

The sand should be quite angular.

Generally speaking the

amount of water is kept at a minimum in order to produco strong concrete.

Since

cement gains strength from a chemical combination with water, concrete should
be kept moist while se~ting.

Concrete is used chiefly in construction work,

t.hegrea.test advance in recent years being reinforced concrete where the material
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is st r-eng t.heried by use of'steel rods imbedded in the concrete.

Other uses are

the manufacture of tile, sewer and drain p i pe , and bricks.
Montana has two cement plants, one at Trident which was erected in 1910,
ffildone at Hanover, built in 1918.

The Trident plant has a capacity of 2,250

barrels a day, and the Hanover plant has a capacity of 1,000 barrels a day.
In 1929, 568,000 barrels of cement were made in Mo~tana which were used in
Montana and in four surrounding states, also in Canada.

A Butte concern has

recently begun production of concrete roofing tile and face brick of a variety
of colors and textures.
L'irneused in manufacture of pLaatrers and mortars is obtained by the simple
process of heating limestone to drive off some of'the carbon d.i
oxfde gas.

The

resul ting material is lmown as "qut ck" lime and may be marketed ei ther in this
r orm or in "slakedl' form.
hydrated with water.

Slaked lime is quick lime which has been mixed or

The present trend is to market the slaked lime in powder

form, commonly called hydrated lime.

Many plasterers, however, prefer to

slake their orm lime at the t tme they ar e mixing their mor-tar-or plaster.

To

make mortar slaked lime is mixed wi th sand and enough water to make a plastic
mass.

This mortar is the cementing material between br-icxs , tile, or any

other units of buildinG material.
Mortar hardens because of the fact that the carbon dioxide gas wh i.chwas
.driven off when the limestone was burned, again combines vii th the Lime to form
limestone as the mortar sets.

Mortars may be made stronger and harder by ad-

ding some Portland cement to the mixture.
Lime has been manufactured at Elliston, Red Lodge, Dillon, Divide, Limespur, Butte, Lewistown and elsewhere.

There are two operating plants at the

present time, one at Elliston and another at Missoula.

Missoula lime has been

shipped as far as Seattle where it has successfully competed with the famous
Deer Harbor lime of Puget Sound.
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